
VouchrGames
HTML Games

Template

All the games need to include the following files:

VouchrGameInterface.ts or.js
VouchrUserInterface.js
VouchrUserInterface.css
/interfaceAssets/

banner.png
victory.png
lose.png

Code

You need to create an instance of VouchrGameInterface in all of the games. It has the following
functions:

requestGameConfig() : Promise<GameConfig> - This returns the configuration of the
game. See GameConfig for format of configuration. If on web, this will popup with the
loading icon.
loadComplete(width:number,height:number,gameConfig:GameConfig) - Called
when the game is finished loadking all assets. If on web, this will show the challenge
banner from the user and the play button.
setGameConfig(gameMode:GAME_MODE, scoreToWin:number,
friendImageUrl:string, gameScale:number,
showGameInterfaces:boolean,rewardNoun:string,friendName:string) - should be
called to set the game configuration.
setScore(score:number,gameConfig:GameConfig) - this updates the client with the
score. If showGameInterfaces is false, the client won't display anything. If the interface is
web, once you attain the to win score, a popup appears allowing you to end the game
early.
gameOver(score:number,gameConfig:GameConfig) - this should be called when the
game is over. If on iOS or android, the game will close. If on web, the game will popup
with the win or loose popup, and then close the game after the user interacts.

In whatever class has access to native layer you need to add the following functions:

1. restartGame(victory) - this should restart the game. If victory is true, the gamemode
needs to be set to CLAIMED.

2. startGame() - this should start the game

3. setGameConfig([see below]) - global function to allow the native layer to set the
configuration. Example code avaliable below:

Typescript:



function setGameConfig(gameMode: GAME_MODE, scoreToWin: number, friendImageUrl: 
string, gameScale: number, showGameInterfaces: boolean, friendName: 
string,noun:string) {
  this.gameInterface.setGameConfig(gameMode, scoreToWin, friendImageUrl, 
gameScale, showGameInterfaces,friendName,noun);
}

GameConfig specs

class GameConfig {
    mode:GAME_MODE; // CLAIM, CHALLENGE, CLAIMED
    scoreToWin:number; // the score required to win the game
    friendImageUrl:string; // an image url of friend, optional
    gameScale:number = 1; // scale of game
    showGameInterfaces:boolean = true; //true if we want the game to display 
it's own score.
    friendName:string = "Boxy"; //username of your friend
  rewardNoun:string = "gift"; //noun used to define the reward
}

Animation Games

Simply change the assets - located in /bin/assets - to create a new animation game.
The asset folder has three subfolders; images, data, and sounds

/images

Contain all the individual images used to create the animations, spritesheets currently are not
supported.

/data

game.json - this file contains all the information needed for animation including filenames.



["hideGameControlsFrame":string,]
["decayRate":number,]
"startProgress":number,
"endProgress":number,
"animSet":string,
"animDuration":string,
"chatText":{
  "lengthBold":string,
  "startBold":string,
  "text":string
},
"sound":[{
  "filename":string,
  "frame":string
}],
"state":number
}]

where:

hideGameControlsFrame -> the frame indicating when to hide the game controls 
(profile image, chat/chat bubble, and progress bar)

decayRate -> how fast the progress bar should decay

startProgress/endProgress -  the progress bar range, in percent, when the 
animation set will take

animSet -> the name of the json file that contains an array of all the images 
used to create the animation for the animation set

animDuration -> not used, set to 0

chatText - the text to be displayed in the chatbubble, Bold length not used - 
currently entire string of text is bolded

sound -> filename: same as the name of the sound file located in 
bin/assets/sounds.

-> frame: the frame number in which the sound is played

state -> 0: initial/starting state, 1: main animations, 2: ending animation.

* all the json files referenced in animSet property needs be added here as 
well.

###/sounds
sound files referenced in the game.json needs to be added here



Game Helper

gameHelper.js in the GAE takes the

window.parent.postMessage("",'*');

and turns those into the UI. The postMessage will send a string of information to the recieve()
method in gameHelper.js, recieve() uses the begining of the string as an identifier for the
postMessage().
The Post Messages consist of a single string containing multiple pieces of separate information,
each piece of information should be separated by an "=" to the right.
ex.
VouchrGames.ts

window.parent.postMessage("example=" +score+ "=" + this.scoreToWin,'*');

gameHelper.js

//e.data is the string being sent from VouchrGames.ts
if(e.data.startsWith("example")){
//separates all pieces of information into a cell of an array
var example = e.data.split("=");
  Score = example[1];
  ScoreToWin = example[2];
}

Fullscreen Game

if the game takes over the fullscreen of the browser "=fullscreen" must go at the end of the
EndOfGame postMessage

Horizontal Game

if the game needs to be horizontal on mobile "=horizontal" must go at the end of the
loadComplete postMessage


